where + = + ? 1 = + ? . Two types of expansion were given; (i) Series of type I for which = ; = ? . These series converge outside an ellipse with foci at e 1 ; e 2 and which passes through e 3 . There are three distinct expansions of this type.
(ii) Series of type II for which = 0, ? i.e., the form u1u`2 2 u`3 3 (u With this point of view we are operating on the sphere S 2 rather than S n and our two distinguished orthogonal bases are the only ones possible rather than two out of a multiplicity of separable systems on S n for large n. The principal advantage of this new point of view is that the eigenfunctions are obviously polynomials in x 1 ; x 2 and that the only requirement on the constants 1 ; 2 ; 3 to ensure orthogonality is that they be strictly positive. Thus the`i and n i need not be integers; it is only required that 2`i + n i + 1 > 0.
In the following our expansion formulas are valid for all real i > 0. In the special case 1 = 2 = 3 = ) where now 2j = 0; 1; 2 : : :. Furthermore there exist solutions of the form u 3 g(u 1 ; u 2 ) with g a polynomial and with the same eigenvalues. The dimension of each eigenspace is 2j + 1 rather than j + 1 for the general case. In this special case the eigenfunctions corresponding to spherical coordinates are just the spherical harmonics whereas those corresponding to ellipsoidal coordinates are products of Lam e polynomials. To obtain the recurrence relations we need the action of the various pieces of M on the Jacobi bases J`1`2`3M ( ; In both these examples the dependence of the^ m and~ m coe cients on the indices 1 ;`2;`3; q has been suppressed. This second type of expansion of a Heun polynomial appears to be new, at least in this explicit form. Everything that was done in the derivation of expansions (except the limits of summation on r) could be extended to the representation of Heun functions when J;`1;`2;`3 are complex. Consequently representations of such functions in terms of expansions whose coe cients obey three term recurrence relations can be derived. The convergence of series of this type will be discussed elsewhere.
